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Abstract
We inserted non-magnetic layers of Au and Cu into sputtered AlO x-based
magnetic tunnel junctions and Meservey–Tedrow junctions in order to study
their effect on tunnelling magnetoresistance (TMR) and spin polarization (TSP).
When either Au or Cu are inserted into a Co/AlO x interface, we find that TMR
and TSP remain finite and measurable for thicknesses up to several nanometres.
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy shows that the Cu and Au
interface layers are fully continuous when their thickness exceeds ∼3 nm,
implying that spin-polarized carriers penetrate the interface noble metal to dis-
tances exceeding this value. A power law model based on exchange scattering is
found to fit the data better than a phenomenological exponential decay. The
discrepancy between these length scales and the much shorter ones reported
from x-ray magnetic circular dichroism studies of magnetic proximitization is
ascribed to the fact that our tunnelling transport measurements selectively probe
s-like electrons close to the Fermi level. When a 0.1 nm thick Cu or Au layer is
inserted within the Co, we find that the suppression of TMR and TSP is restored
on a length scale of ≲1 nm, indicating that this is a sufficient quantity of Co to
form a fully spin-polarized band structure at the interface with the tunnel barrier.
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1. Introduction
The superconducting proximity effect, where Cooper-paired carriers and hence superconducting
order can leak into a normal metal that is in contact with a superconductor, is by now well
established [1]. There is an associated inverse proximity effect, where the same leakage causes a
suppression of superconducting order in the superconductor. The analogous magnetic proximity
effect, where spin-polarized carriers and hence ferromagnetic order can leak from a ferromagnet
into an otherwise non-magnetic material and magnetize it (and any associated inverse effect)
has received less attention. The detection of proximity-induced magnetism in a material in
contact with a ferromagnet is an experimental challenge using conventional magnetometry,
since the weak moment in the proximitized material is swamped by the larger moment of the
magnetizing material. More specialized methods therefore have to be brought to bear.
Transition metal ferromagnets in contact with a noble metal [2, 3], a transition metal [4], a spin
glass [5], an actinide metal [6] and a dilute magnetic semiconductor [7–10] have been studied
by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) methods. Those experiments used the fact that
XMCD is able to separate the magnetic signal from different chemical elements [11].
Another method of discriminating between the two materials is to employ a surface-
sensitive technique. Whilst XMCD has this property in the total electron yield mode, being
sensitive only to the first few nanometres, tunnelling studies offer extreme surface sensitivity,
since tunnel currents usually arise from only the last plane of atoms at a surface [12]. The first
report of a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) was made over 30 years ago by Julliere [13]. These
structures consist of an ultrathin insulating barrier separating two ferromagnetic electrodes (a
so-called ferromagnet–insulator–ferromagnet (FIF) configuration). Changing the relative
alignment of the magnetic moments in the two layers, for instance by application of a
magnetic field, changes the junction resistance: this is the tunnelling magnetoresistance (TMR)
effect. Since their discovery, there has been a huge upsurge of interest in these structures [14] as
the improvement in fabrication techniques has led to values of room-temperature TMR that are
large enough for technological applications [15–17]. The magnitude of the TMR, defined as the
fractional change in junction resistance ΔR R/ on switching the junction from a parallel (P) to an
antiparallel (AP) magnetization state, depends on the degree of tunnelling spin polarization
(TSP) of the F electrode materials through the Julliere formula [13], which can be barrier-
dependent [18]. Since the TMR depends on the geometrical average of the TSPs of the two
electrodes, gaining knowledge of the TSP of the ferromagnet to be studied depends on the fact
that the TSP of the other is already known. The TSP can also be measured in a way that is
independent of any other material by forming a junction between the ferromagnet in question
and a superconductor (a superconductor–insulator–ferromagnet (SIF) structure) by a means
devised by Meservey and Tedrow [19], where fully spin-polarized states are generated at the
edge of the Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS) gap in the superconductor by Zeeman splitting
using the application of a magnetic field. The tunnelling states of the ferromagnet in question
can then be projected onto these states.
Here we report on tunnelling studies of the influence of the magnetic proximity and inverse
proximity effects on both TMR and TSP in the materials systems Co/Cu and Co/Au. Both noble
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metals have very similar electronic structures to that of the spin-↑ majority states in Co, but Au
is much heavier than Cu and so has a stronger spin–orbit interaction. We have introduced the
Cu and Au layers both at the interface between a Co electrode and an AlO x barrier to probe the
manner in which they are proximitized by Co, and also as a δ-layer, which we can place at a
variable distance from that interface to study the inverse proximitization of the nearby Co. This
second case mirrors a previous study of the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in Co/Cu/Co spin-
valves [20]. Ferromagnetic interface layers have also been studied in GMR systems [21, 22].
There are reports of previous experiments on MTJs similar to our interface layer studies.
Moodera et al deposited Au layers onto Co electrodes before covering them with plasma-
oxidized alumina, and found that the TMR almost vanished for Au layers thicker than about
1 nm, in addition to a weak quantum-well oscillation [23]. Other spacer materials have also
been studied, such as Cu [24–27], Cr [28], and Ru [29, 30]. A variety of different effects, some
pointing to the presence of quantum-well states, were found [26, 29]. On the other hand, we
know of no comparable studies in the tunnelling regime for the δ-layer experiments, beyond our
preliminary report on our results with Au [31]. We find that TSP can penetrate several
nanometres of both Cu and Au, and arises from interactions with the first nanometre or so of the
Co. These distances are remarkably long, and certainly long enough that the noble metal layers
are able to become continuous well before the TMR and TSP are suppressed, which we
demonstrate using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The large-thickness dependence of
the TMR and TSP is not easily described using an exponential decay, and so we interpret the
data within a modified exchange-scattering model [32] that predicts a power law behaviour. We
attribute the discrepancy with the XMCD-based studies to the fact that the two techniques probe
different populations of electrons.
2. Experimental methods
Our junctions were of cross-strip form, deposited by dc magnetron sputtering through shadow
masks, which were changed in situ to give an active area of 50 × 50 μm. The substrates were
pieces of Si wafer with ∼100 nm thermal oxide at the surface. The chamber base pressure was
∼ × −2 10 8 Torr, whilst the working pressure of Ar was 2.5 mTorr. Typical deposition rates, as
calibrated on sheet films by x-ray reflectometry, were in the range − −0.2 0.3 nm s 1 for the metal
layers, although these are reduced substantially when depositing through the narrow slot of the
shadow mask. The expected nominal rate of deposition of the critical Cu and Au layers (see
sample description below) is therefore only −0.1 nm s 1. The barriers were formed by dc plasma
oxidation in 55 mTorr of O2 for 30 s at a power of 100 W. The nominal layer stacks are depicted
in figure 1.
Two types of junctions were grown: in each case a Co layer was the object of study. The
first were FIF MTJs based on the following layer stack sequence: substrate/Al (15 nm)/
Co68Fe22B10 (4 nm)/AlO x (1.3 nm)/Co (3 nm)/Ir20Mn80 (6 nm)/Al (15 nm). The IrMn layer pins
the Co through the exchange bias effect to control the switching between the P and AP states,
which was accomplished by applying small fields to the magnetically soft CoFeB layer.
The second set of junctions were of SIF type, based on the stacking sequence
Al96Si4 (4 nm)/AlO x (1.3 nm)/Co (20 nm). The superconducting Al96Si4 layer had a critical
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temperature, TC, of ∼3 K and an in-plane critical field, measured at 1.4 K, exceeding 5 T; both
quantities were determined from two point resistance measurements of a bottom electrode strip.
The junctions were doped by introducing a thin layer of one of the noble metals Cu or Au.
This was done either using a layer of thickness x at the AlO x barrier/Co interface, to produce
interface-doped junctions, or at a point within the Co layer a distance y from that interface, to
yield δ-doped junctions. It is also important to emphasize that the growth protocol used here has
been demonstrated to give highly reproducible results: several nominally identical undoped
MTJs had TMR ratios and resistance-area products that were the same to within only a few per
cent. This means that sample-to-sample variations should not mask any changes due to the
introduction of Cu or Au that are above this level. The good tunnelling I–V properties of our
junctions (shown later), along with x-ray reflectometry of comparable sheet-film test samples,
confirm that interfacial roughnesses are all well below 1 nm, and our barrier is smooth and
pinhole-free.
Cross-sectional samples for electron microscopy were prepared using standard lift-out and
low-energy polishing techniques in an FEI nova focused ion beam (FIB) system. Electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) measurements (see below) indicated these cross-section
samples to have a typical thickness of 70 nm. TEM was performed on a combination of an FEI
Tecnai F20 and a JEOL ARM-cFEG microscope, both operated at 200 kV and equipped with
field emission guns and scanning capability. The latter instrument is also equipped with a Gatan
Quantum spectrometer with fast shuttering capability that was used for EELS. EELS data sets
were acquired in scanning TEM (STEM) mode, using the dual EELS technique [33] to collect
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Figure 1. Sample structure schematics showing the layer stack sequence deposited on Si
wafer substrates. FIF magnetic tunnel junctions with (a) interface doping layers and (b)
δ-doping layers of Cu and Au. SIF Meservey–Tedrow junctions with (c) interface
doping layers and (d) δ-doping layers of Cu and Au. The layer thicknesses are not
drawn to scale.
both the intense zero-loss and weak core-loss spectral features simultaneously. The spectrum
imaging technique was used for elemental analysis, whereby an EELS spectrum was acquired at
every pixel in a selected region of an STEM image [34]. Compositions were derived by
integrating the EELS spectral intensity of the L2,3 excitation edges of Co and Cu, and the
M4,5 edge of Au after removal of a power-law background and assuming standard scattering
cross-sections. A number of samples were imaged by TEM, and here we will present the
analysis of two representative data sets.
The TMR of the FIF MTJs was measured at room temperature by a conventional four-
probe dc technique at room temperature: measurements were taken under variable bias, but we
only show data here for a rather low 10 mV applied voltage bias in order to measure the TSP
close to the Fermi level. All junctions were measured in their as-grown state, as a precaution
against any thermally-activated migration of the noble metal layers within the structure during
any anneal, for instance along grain boundaries. In no case did the insertion of the Cu or Au
layers affect the exchange bias of the Co layer sufficiently that we were unable to determine the
full TMR due to the lack of a properly antiparallel state. The differential conductance
( =G I Vd /ddiff ) as a function of applied bias V of the SIF junctions was measured at 250 mK in a
3He refrigerator, under a constant applied field of 2 T supplied by a superconducting magnet. A
separate transverse coil was used to null off any small component of field normal to the junction
surface due to sample misalignment, which would otherwise give rise to vortices in the
superconductor. These transport measurements were performed first, with the TEM specimens
subsequently prepared from the active area of the very same samples, for the most direct
possible comparison between the two sets of data.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Interface layer continuity: junction characterization by TEM
First we discuss the nature of the inserted Cu and Au layers as determined by TEM, since it is
important to answer the question as to whether these thin interface layers of Cu and Au are
continuous. If the noble metal layer is not proximitized but is discontinuous, then we would
expect that the decrease in TSP reflects the fraction of the interfacial area of the barrier that is
not in contact with the Co. In this case, the value of λ reflects the rate at which pinholes in the
noble metal are filled in as the layer thickness x increases. We gave indirect arguments as to
why this seems implausible in our previous paper on Au interface layers [31], but expand on
these here now that a detailed TEM study has been performed.
On the other hand, if the Au and Cu layers are continuous, then the TMR and
Meservey–Tedrow measurements in the interface-doped samples are sensitive to the degree of
spin polarization in the carriers at the interface between the noble metal and the AlO x barrier,
this polarization having arisen through proximity magnetism with the Co. The values of λ we
obtain would then reflect the length scale over which this proximity polarization decays. X-ray
circular dichroism measurements show that there is a detectable moment on the d-electrons in
Cu adjacent to Co on distances exceeding 1 nm [2, 5] in multilayers, and Cu and Au capped Co
nanoparticles [3]. We should therefore expect s-electron polarization at the Fermi level to at
least this distance, with concomitant TMR. Meanwhile, slow muons show long-distance
polarization over a few nanometres in Ag in an Fe/Ag/Fe trilayer [35]. Furthermore, TMR was
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observed through 4 nm of Cu by Sun and Freitas [24], and TSP through several nanometres by
Moodera et al [32]. In the latter case, pinhole contacts between the barrier and ferromagnet were
rigourously eliminated by an additional oxidation step.
Figure 2 shows bright-field TEM images of two SIF samples incorporating (a) a Cu and (b)
an Au interface layer that are representative of all of the samples studied. (In the FIF junctions,
the relevant noble metal and Co layers are grown on top of an identically prepared alumina
barrier.) The TEM specimens were prepared from the junctions after the magnetotransport data
were acquired. The images have been selected to illustrate a discontinuous and a continuous
insertion layer, respectively. The samples have insertion layers of a nominal thickness of 1.6 nm
of Cu and 3.2 nm of Au. The images show cross-sections of the SIF stack after capping with a
protective Pt layer that was deposited by ion-assisted deposition in the FIB system prior to
sample lift-out. The contrast is dominated by variations in atomic number and diffraction, the
former causing the thick Co layers to appear dark, whilst the latter gives rise to lattice fringes.
The thin tunnel barrier and superconducting layer are hard to distinguish from the underlying
silicon oxide substrate, although are evident in EELS (not shown). Similarly, since there is little
difference in atomic number between Co and Cu, the Cu insertion layer is difficult to discern,
whilst the Au insertion layer appears as a distinct dark band that appears to be continuous. For
the Au layer, the contrast is already sufficient to conclude that it has a thickness of the order of 4
nm, although the precise boundaries are hard to distinguish. The random orientation of lattice
fringes throughout the Co layers indicate polycrystallinity, without obvious texturing. The
interfaces between successive layers appear flat to within one or two nanometres.
A combination of STEM imaging and EELS analysis was used to determine the thickness
and continuity of the insertion layers. Representative STEM images and EELS data sets
collected from the two samples described above are presented in figure 3. These data sets are
intended to illustrate the wider set of samples considered in this study and to demonstrate our
methodology: the figure illustrates an analysis of both Cu and Au layers and also of both
continuous and discontinuous layers. The upper panels are black and white dark-field STEM
images, in which heavier elements (higher atomic number) appear bright. Superimposed on
each image is a small false-coloured panel indicating the region within which EELS spectrum
images were acquired. The colour in each panel is derived from the relative proportions of Cu or
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Figure 2. Bright-field TEM images of typical SIF devices incorporating (a) a nominally
1.6 nm thick Cu and (b) a nominally 3.2 nm thick Au insertion layer. The contrast is
dominated by variations in atomic number, so the Au layer is clearly distinguished as a
dark band, whilst the Cu layer is harder to discern against the upper Co electrode.
Au (red), Co (green) and oxygen (blue) at each pixel. Projections (onto the sample growth
direction) of the fitted compositional variations are presented in the lower panels, which plot the
relative intensity of Co, Cu or Au, and O, moving the across the spectrum image region,
perpendicular to the layers and from the Co layer into the barrier and superconductor layer. The
barrier is indicated by the presence of oxygen, and it should be noted that the intensity
calibration is arbitrary since not all elements present were fitted. Note, also, that the projections
have not been adjusted for the slight interfacial roughness and vertical shift in layer position,
since the trends are clear. Each plot is annotated by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the insertion layer signal, which gives an indication of layer thickness.
Both samples show clear Co-rich, Cu (or Au)-rich, and O-rich bands, denoting the
ferromagnetic, insertion and barrier layers, respectively. In the case of the Au sample—
figures 3(b), (d)—there is a continuous bright band in the STEM image and continuous Au (red)
band in the spectrum image. The FWHM of the STEM intensity peak is measured to be 3.7 nm,
whilst the intensity of the Au band in the spectrum image has an FWHM of 3.4 nm; thus, we
take the Au layer thickness to be 3.6 nm. What is important in figure 3(d) is that the Co signal
clearly drops before the Au signal, confirming the continuity of the Au layer and proving there
to be little or no Co in contact with the barrier. This analysis is important since the TEM and
STEM images are essentially two-dimensional projections of around 70 nm of material, so that
discrete, discontinuous regions of one material can appear to overlap to form a continuous band:
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Figure 3. STEM and EELS analysis of the SIF devices of figure 2. Upper figures (a), (b)
show dark-field STEM images of the junctions, with (inset) false-coloured composi-
tional profiles derived from EELS spectrum imaging, illustrating Cu (a) or Au (b) in red,
Co in green and oxygen in blue. The lower panels (c), (d) are projections of the
composition showing the vertical distribution of elements across the junction and
indicating a discontinuous Cu insertion layer but continuous Au layer. Although the
nominal thicknesses differ by a factor of two (1.6 nm for Cu and 3.2 nm for Au), the
projected thicknesses are similar. These facts can be reconciled by noting that the Cu
layer is discontinuous. Whilst the peak for Cu is much broader than the nominal
thickness would imply, it is also much less intense than the equivalent peak for the Au.
The total amount of material is therefore consistent with the nominal thickness.
interpreting the STEM image intensity alone is insufficient. This measured thickness is rather
close to our assumed nominal thickness of 3.2 nm. In contrast, in the Cu sample—figures 3(a),
(c)—the Cu layer is not continuous: the false-colour panel shows distinct Cu (red) clusters with
intermixed Co (green) regions, whilst the projected trends clearly indicate the Co and Cu signals
to diminish simultaneously as the O signal rises at the barrier. EELS therefore demonstrates an
overlap of copper and oxide, but a more detailed analysis of the Cu L2,3 edges reveals a lack of
the distinctive, sharp ‘white line’ features that would be characteristic of substantial oxide
formation. The layer thickness, which in this case is a measure of the height of discrete Cu
nanoparticles above the barrier, is measured to be 3.6 nm. Whilst this is substantially higher
than the assumed nominal thickness, that value of 1.6 nm remains a good estimate of the
average Cu layer thickness. Given the good match on both cases, we shall discuss our data
below in terms of the nominal thicknesses of Cu and Au that we deposited.
Other data sets were analysed in a similar manner and are consistent with a Volmer–Weber
growth mode for both Cu and Au, whereby the noble metals form discrete islands or
nanoparticles during deposition rather than completely wetting the oxide substrate.
Volmer–Weber growth is expected from a surface energy argument, albeit modulated by the
non-equilibrium nature of sputter deposition and the restricted kinetics of adatom diffusion on
the rough oxide substrate. We collect together some representative data on surface and interface
energies γ from the literature in table 1. We can see that both the Cu–AlO x and
Au–AlO x systems satisfy the criterion γ γ γ< + −M AlO M AlOx x for the Volmer–Weber growth mode
[36], that is non-wetting island growth, at least under thermodynamic conditions. Improved film
continuity can be expected due to the out-of-equilibrium nature of sputter growth. The similar
surface energetics and identical sputtering conditions for the growth of the Cu and Au layers
means we can expect similar growth of both the Cu and Au layers on AlO x. Indeed, these and
other EELS data sets are consistent with nanoparticles growing up to a size of the order of 3 nm
before additional material fills in the connecting spaces. This conclusion is similar for both Cu
and Au insertion layers and is an agreement with our earlier atomic force microscopy study,
which also revealed a nanoparticulate surface [31]. Thus, our EELS measurements indicate that
both Cu and Au grow as discontinuous layers until a thickness of ∼3 nm is achieved.
The implication of our TEM data is that the interface between oxide and insertion layer is
inhomogeneous. In the early stages of growth, a decreasing fraction of bare oxide is retained
while metal nanoparticles grow and merge. Thus, there are two distinct electronic pathways to
consider for spin-dependent transport across the SIF device: that directly from oxide to Co and
that mediated by the Cu (Au) nanoparticles. Only when those particles exceed a height of the
order of 3 nm is the oxide completely covered, and thereafter the film can be expected to
increase in thickness more uniformly. In this case all the tunnelling that takes place must be
mediated by the noble metal layer.
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Table 1. The surface energy γ
M
of Cu and Au [37], alumina γ
AlOx
[38] and interface
energy γ −M AlOx, with the AlO x of the two noble metals [39].
Cu Au AlO x
γ
M
, γ
AlOx
(J m−2) 1.83 1.50 1.52
γ −M AlOx (J m
−2) 1.93 1.73 —
3.2. Interface-doped junctions
Next we discuss the effects of interface-doping an FIF structure on the magnetotransport. In
figure 4 we show the room-temperature I–V characteristics and TMR data for Au and Cu
interface-doped MTJs, along with undoped control samples from the same growth runs. All the
data were measured at room temperature. In the two doped samples there is a 0.8 nm thick layer
of noble metal, Au or Cu, introduced at the interface, which is only thick enough to form a layer
of noble metal nanoparticles at the interface. The I–V characteristics in panel (a) show a small
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Figure 4. Room-temperature transport properties of FIF junctions. (a) I–V character-
istics. (b) TMR of a junction with a 0.8 nm thick Au layer, compared with an undoped
control sample. (These data were previously shown in reference [31].) (c) TMR of a
junction with a 0.8 nm thick Cu layer, compared with an undoped control sample.
variation but are rather similar overall: the variation is not correlated with any junction
parameter. The junction resistances are in the few Ωk range, yielding resistance area products of
several M Ωμm2. The introduction of the noble metal layers reduces the TMR ratio from ∼10.5
to ∼7.5% in both cases, as can be seen in panels (b) and (c). The switching properties of the
junctions are not greatly affected by the doping, showing that the loss of TMR is due to the
change in the effective TSP of the electrodes.
The TSP can be measured directly by the Meservey–Tedrow method [12]. In figure 5 we
show the room-temperature I–V characteristics, in panel (a), and =G I Vd /ddiff data for the Au
and Cu interface doped SIF junctions in panels (b) and (c), along with control samples from the
same growth runs. Again, in each doped sample there is a layer of noble metal introduced at the
interface: nominally 0.8 nm thick for both Au and Cu. There is a little more variation here in the
I–V characteristics than in the previous case, but again it is not obviously correlated with any
specific junction property. The junction resistances range between ∼25 and ∼90 Ωk , putting the
resistance area products into the 100M Ωμm2 range. This is much higher than for the MTJs,
suggesting that we have, in fact, oxidized a little more deeply into the Al96Si4 layer than the
nominal 1.3 nm depth.
The four peaks corresponding to the Zeeman split edges of the BCS gap in the
Al96Si4 electrode are clearly visible in the Gdiff data in both panels (b) and (c) of figure 5, which
are shown normalized to the quasiparticle conductance beyond the gap. The data are fitted by
the model of Alexander, Orlando, Rainer and Tedrow (AORT) [40, 41]. In this model there are
four input parameters: the BCS gap Δ, the spin-orbit parameter b (which accounts for all the
mechanisms that mix spin up and down without destroying the Cooper pairs), the spin-flip or
depairing parameter ξ (which includes all mechanisms that break the time-reversal symmetry
and hence break Cooper pairs), and the TSP itself, P. The fits to the data are shown in the plot as
solid lines, along with the values of these parameters. All four samples are well described by
similar values for Δ, b and ξ, which are typical for an Al electrode doped with Si [42]. The TSP
of both of our undoped samples is P = 39%, a typical value for a transition metal [12]. This is
roughly halved, to 21%, on the introduction of the 0.8 nm Au interface layer, and is slightly
higher, 25.5%, in the sample with the Cu interface layer.
Having looked at these examples for samples with and without thin (discontinuous)
interface layers, we now move on to discuss the systematic way in which the TMR and TSP
presented at the barrier varies as the thickness, x, of these interfacial layers: in figure 6 we show
data for a variety of values of x for both Au and Cu, determined using the techniques described
above, including the data points obtained from the measurements depicted in figures 4 and 5.
The data for the junctions with Au interface layers are plotted in panel (a). For undoped samples
we obtain a Meservey–Tedrow TSP of ±39 1%, whilst the room-temperature TMR of 10.7%
implies, through the Julliere formula [13], that the geometric mean of the polarizations of the
two electrodes is 22.5%. This discrepancy can be explained partly through the elevated
temperature at which the TMR measurements are made [43], and perhaps also partly through
suboptimal oxidation of the barrier reducing the TSP of the bottom electrode in the FIF stack
and hence the geometric mean TSP. We have not performed any anneal, which typically
improves such a situation. Finite values of TSP extend to values of x well beyond the point at
which the TEM studies show that the noble metal layers become continuous.
There is a small drop in both TMR and TSP when the Au is first introduced, but,
remarkably, an easily measurable TMR and TSP of a few per cent is still present for Au
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thicknesses exceeding 2 nm. The TEM has shown that the Au layer is not fully continuous by
this point. Nevertheless, the layer should cover more than the 50% of the surface of the barrier
that the reduction in TMR implies if the suppression is solely due to contact areas between the
Co and the AlO x. More compelling as evidence for long-ranged magnetic proximity effects,
there is a finite and substantial TSP that can be measured for even several nanometres of Au
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Figure 5. Transport properties of SIF junctions. (a) I–V characteristics. (b) Normalized
Gdiff of a junction with a 0.8 nm thick Au layer, compared with an undoped control
sample. (These data and fits were previously shown in reference [31].) (c) Normalized
Gdiff of a junction with a 0.8 nm thick Cu layer, compared with an undoped control
sample. The black solid lines are fits of the AORT model to the data, as described in the
text. The parameters returned by the fit are inset in each panel of the figure.
between the barrier and the Co, i.e. well into the regime where the TEM studies tell us that the
noble metal layer is completely continuous. In order to quantify the distance that the spin
polarization propagates through the Au, the data were fitted by an exponential decay,
λ∝ −( )xexp /Au , which are shown as dotted lines. These fits yielded e1/ decay lengths λ for both
the TSP and TMR that are given in table 2. An equivalent set of data for junctions with Cu
interface layers is plotted in panel (b) of figure 6. Again we obtain reasonably good exponential
fits to most of the data, the exception being the TSP at very large interface layer thickness.
The e1/ decay lengths are all of the order of 2 nm, with the exception of λTSP for Cu, which
is somewhat longer at 3.2 nm. Nevertheless, in all cases it is remarkable that the decay lengths
are so long. For Au the two decay lengths are roughly the same, with λ λ≈TMR TSP. However, for
Cu λTMR is roughly half as long as λTSP, which is probably attributed to the TSP measurement
being made at a much lower temperature. The stronger spin–orbit interaction in Au may limit
this low-temperature length scale. Furthermore, the λ values given here may be regarded as
lower limits on the true values, since they arise from fits to all the data points, including those
for small x where the inserted noble metal layers are not fully continuous. The values for TSP
and TMR at low x are overestimates, since there is contribution from those parts of the sample
where the Co is in direct contact with the tunnel barrier. If this were accounted for (difficult to
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Figure 6. Transport properties of junctions doped at the Co/AlO xinterface with (a) Au
and (b) Cu. The TSP is plotted on the left-hand ordinate in each graph, and the TMR on
the right-hand one. The dotted lines are fits of an exponential decay to the data, which
appear as straight lines on these semi-log plots. The dashed lines are a fit of the model
described in reference [32] with a = 0.223 nm, the value for the atomic size of Co. The
solid lines are fits with a as a variable parameter. (The data, but not the analysis, in
panel (a) were previously shown in reference [31].)
Table 2. e1/ decay lengths λ and exchange scattering lengths a arising from the fits to
the TSP and TMR data shown in figure 6 for interface doped samples.
Au Cu
λTSP (nm) ±1.9 0.3 ±3.2 0.4
λTMR (nm) ±2.2 0.3 ±1.7 0.4
aTSP (nm) ±0.79 0.07 ±1.6 0.3
aTMR (nm) ±1.4 0.2 ±9.0 0.2
do in practice with our limited number of data points), the changes in TMR and TSP would be
less steep and the λ values even larger.
Whilst useful for estimating length scales, these exponential fits are purely phenomen-
ological. They also seem to underestimate the TSP that will be observed in the cases where we
have the thickest Cu or Au interface layers, suggesting that a power law decay, rather than an
exponential one, is appropriate, at least for large x. Moodera, Taylor and Meservey performed a
very similar experiment to ours on Au layers between an alumina barrier and an Fe electrode
[32], and they also observed finite TSP out to several nanometres. They developed a simple
model to interpret their data, in which the electrons in the Au that are close to the Fermi level
are spin-polarized by exchange scattering from the Fe atoms at the interface between the two
metals. They derived a formula predicting that the TSP should be proportional to +( )a x a/ ,
where a is the cube root of the atomic volume of the magnetic atom species, which fitted their
data well using the value of a = 0.228 nm that is appropriate for Fe. An attempt to fit this
functional form (with the constraint a = 0.223 nm, the value for Co) to each of the various sets
of data is also shown in figure 6 using dashed lines. The fit is rather poor. However, it can be
improved markedly by allowing a to be a variable fitting parameter, with the results of doing so
shown as solid lines in figure 6. The results returned for a are also given in table 2. In all cases,
the uncertainties in a are smaller than those in λ, showing that this model describes the data
somewhat better than the phenomenological exponential decay. The values for a are all at least
a substantial fraction of a nanometre. Again, the contribution at low x from Co directly in
contact with the barrier means that these values should be regarded as lower limits on a. This
indicates that this exchange scattering mechanism involves the first few atomic layers of Co,
rather than just the first one, as in the case of Fe. This may be because the spin-↑ band of Co is a
good match for the band structure of Cu and Au [44], giving a low interface scattering rate for
electrons of this spin, permitting them to easily enter the Co layer and scatter within its bulk.
There is no such good match between Fe and Au, meaning that there is strong interface
scattering and only the first atomic layer of Fe plays a role, consistent with the report of
Moodera et al [32].
3.3. δ-doped junctions
Having studied the magnetic proximitization of Cu and Au by Co, it is interesting to study
whether any inverse proximity effects are also present. This was done using the δ-layer
technique originally established by Parkin to study GMR [21], and more recently used by some
of us to study GMR [20] and exchange bias [45]. In this method, an unltrathin δ-layer of
impurity, in this case Cu or Au, is introduced into the sample at a point in the Co layer that is a
distance y from the interface with the barrier, as depicted in figures 1 (b) and (d). In figure 7 we
show the results of an equivalent set of measurements for the δ-doped samples to those for the
interface-doped samples presented in figure 7. Here, a δ-layer of Au or Cu that is ∼0.1 nm thick
was inserted into the Co layer a distance y from the interface with the barrier. The introduction
of both Au and Cu at the interface (y = 0) suppresses the TMR and TSP in a manner that is
consistent with the results presented in figure 6 for ≈x 0.1 nm. As the noble metal is moved
into the Co layer, the TSP, and hence TMR, recovers as the Co-like spin-polarized band
structure is restored at the interface. This is fully restored to the value obtained without any
doping once the δ-layer is 1–2 nm away from the tunnel barrier.
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In order to properly quantify this recovery, we again fit the data to various models. Once
more, the dotted lines show the results of a best fit of a phenomenological exponential rise. The
e1/ lengthscales λ for these fits are given in table 3. The values are all rather short, being only
∼0.6–0.7 nm, with the exception of λTMR for Cu, which is even shorter at only ∼0.3 nm.
Evidently, whatever physics is at play, the full spin polarization presented to the tunnel barrier is
quickly restored.
The theory is less well-developed for this configuration of sample. It is possible to argue
by analogy with the model of Moodera et al in [32] that the TSP ought to depend on the
thickness of the Co layer y according to +( )y y b , where b is now a suitable scattering length
for the noble metal species. (A caveat that needs to be borne in mind is that the noble metal is
now a thin δ-layer rather than a semi-infinite layer, which the model assumes.) Constraining a to
take the values appropriate to the cube root of the atomic volume (b = 0.257 nm for Au and
b = 0.227 nm for Cu) gives rise to the fits shown as dashed lines in figure 7, which are rather
poor in most cases—the exception is for the measurements of TMR with Cu δ-layers, where the
good fit may just be fortuitous. For the sake of completeness, we also show fits where b is
allowed to vary as a fitting parameter: these are the solid lines in figure 7. The fits to the data are
good, and the values for a returned by them are reported in table 3. In the regions where data
points exist, it is difficult to distinguish between this model and the exponential fits—this is
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Figure 7. Transport properties of junctions δ-doped within the Co electrode with (a) Au,
and (b) Cu. The TSP is plotted on the left-hand ordinate in each graph, and the TMR on
the right-hand one. The dotted lines are fits of an exponential rise to the data. The
dashed lines are a fit of the model described in reference [32] with the modifications
described in the text, with b set to the value for the atomic size for Au (b = 0.257 nm) or
Cu (b = 0.227 nm). The solid lines are fits with b as a variable parameter. (The data, but
not the analysis, in panel (a) were previously shown in reference [31].)
Table 3. e1/ decay lengths λ and exchange scattering lengths a arising from the fits to
the TSP and TMR data shown in figure 7 for bulk δ-doped samples.
Au Cu
λTSP (nm) ±0.57 0.04 ±0.7 0.1
λTMR (nm) ±0.7 0.4 ±0.28 0.08
aTSP (nm) ±0.63 0.01 ±0.96 0.01
aTMR (nm) ±1.1 0.9 ±0.3 0.2
unlike the case of interface doping, where the exchange scattering model of reference [32] is
palpably better at describing the data. Where the fitted values for b are all substantially longer
than the ∼0.1 nm thickness of the δ-layer, the value of this model is more doubtful. However, it
is clear that for a layer of Co next to the tunnel barrier, only a thickness of a very few atomic
diameters is required to restore the full TSP, regardless of the underlying physics.
4. Conclusion
To conclude, we have shown that measurable TSP, leading to a finite TMR ratio, can penetrate
a few nm into both Au and Cu to present itself at the tunnel barrier, even when the noble metal
insertion layer has been confirmed by TEM to be fully continuous. This is our main result,
which is purely experimental, being independent of the model used to fit the data, and implies a
proximitization of the transport-active electrons in the noble metal by the exchange field in the
Co. The full TSP is restored when the noble metal layer is withdrawn into the Co layer by only
about 1 nm, indicating the short range of the associated inverse proximity effect.
However, the substantial values of TSP and TMR that we observe appear to contradict
various XMCD studies that only find very small magnetic-moment proximitized layers. An
important difference to note is that the XMCD method is primarily sensitive to the d electrons,
whereas transport measurements (especially tunnelling [46]) are more sensitive to the s-like
electrons, and in particular those at the Fermi level. This point was made by Giordano and
Pennington, who measured weak localization effects in Au nanowires in contact with an Fe lead
and found evidence for spin-polarization effects extending μ∼1 m into the Au at 4 K [47]. This
is to be contrasted with the hot electron photoemission results, such as those of Pierce and
Siegmann, who measured a 1 nm decay length through Cu, where electrons further from the
Fermi level are probed [48]. The XMCD results cited in the introduction [2–7] also concern
(primarily d-like) electrons over a wider energy window around the Fermi level. Our results
here were obtained at low biases—10 mV for TMR and <1 mV for the TSP—and so are very
sensitive to what happens at the Fermi level. On this basis, we can thus account for the
differences between those results and the ones we report here.
The issue of what is the relevant length scale was addressed theoretically by Zhang and
Levy, who calculated the effects of inserting an additional layer into an MTJ within a quasi-
ballistic picture [49]. They found that length scales comparable to those we report here can be
interpreted as being those over which the wavefunctions of electrons tunnelling from
neighbouring points on the barrier remain coherent with one another, setting the decay length
for the TSP or TMR. (This is distinct from the length scale over which the dephasing of
wavefunctions takes place, which can be very long in Cu and Au, particularly at low
temperatures [50].) In the case where the spin-asymmetry of the interface resistance is high
(which will lead to high GMR), as it is in the case of Co/Cu or Co/Au, then that spin-asymmetry
can be maintained over that decay length. A related argument was made by Parkin [51]. Whilst
it is difficult to quantify the resulting decay length, since it depends in a detailed way on the
interface roughnesses in the hybrid MTJ stack [49], these authors comment on unpublished data
from Parkin that show decay lengths of about 4 nm in Cu and 3 nm in Ag (subsequent
publication shows a decay length of 3.69 nm in Co-based MTJs with Cu deposited on top of the
tunnel barrier, and 0.84 nm with Au layers [51]). These are distances that, like the ones we
report here, comfortably exceed the width of a single plane of atoms that is often taken to be the
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depth of a tunnelling electrode that contributes to a tunnel current. Although framed for FIF
tunnel junctions, their arguments apply equally for SIF structures as well. Thus we can conclude
that the magnetic proximity effects we observe here are mediated by the spin-polarized s-like
electrons that can maintain their coherence with each other over a non-magnetic noble metal
spacer that is several nanometres thick. The fact that TMR and TSP is restored so quickly when
the noble metal is withdrawn only a short distance into the Co, further shows how robust a
phenomenon spin polarization is in these electronically well-matched materials systems.
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